color variety, and contrast, the physicists reported that over the last millennium or so, Western art has become brighter and has used more colors (4) .
To study contrast, the physicists used color data from a painting's digital file to quantify the brightness of each pixel. The researchers translated that quantity into a height, creating a column on each pixel at the same position so that brighter spots stood taller than darker spots along the z axis. This technique effectively turned flat images into a sort of deep-pile carpet. (An example of the technique is shown in the images of St. John the Evangelist Drinking from the Poisoned Cup.)
The physicists tracked changes in height across individual paintings, then averaged those changes across the paintings from a given period. By this measure, called the "roughness of brightness," the use of contrast has increased over time. Their findings correspond with trends art historians have already reported. For example, the physicists noted that the contrast increased in paintings beginning with the Renaissance period, when painters started routinely using stark contrasts between dark and light, called chiaroscuro.
To measure color use, the physicists used "chromo-spectrometry," treating colors in paintings like words in a book by counting the occurrence of different colors. They used an algorithm to distinguish tens of thousands of different shades in different proportions. "If you are looking with bare eyes, it's hard to tell how many colors are used," says Kim.
So, to quantify the variety of colors used, the physicists borrowed approaches from statistical physics often used to measure the dimensions of self-similar patterns, known as fractals. The fractal dimension of a geometric figure can be translated as a measure of its complexity. A straight line has a fractal dimension of 1. The fractal dimension of Great Britain's wiggly coastline, by contrast, is 1.25.
As applied to the new study, lower fractal dimension described a painting with a narrower palette. Again, the physicists saw results in line with art historians' observations. For example, paintings created during the medieval period (roughly the 5th to the 15th century A.D.) are known to generally use fewer colors than paintings from later periods; they used pure pigments and avoided mixing. In the new analysis, medieval paintings had the lowest fractal dimension of all periods studied. By the Renaissance period, though, artists used oil paints and mixed colors, an uptick in color variety that showed up in the study as larger fractal dimensions.
The results also pointed to less-intuitive connections. Applied to the splatter and drip paintings of Jackson Pollock, who typically used only a few colors, the analysis reported "the same low fractal dimension as pieces in the medieval period," says Kim.
Although keen on the work, physicist Michael DeWeese at the University of California, Berkeley notes its limitations. "They're looking at one small aspect of style," he says. This makes Jackson Pollock seem similar to medieval icons, despite "their stark differences."
Of course, some pigments may degrade over time because of oxidation or corrosion. The researchers don't believe such effects were widespread enough to confound their results. In fact, the physicists think they might be able to use their metrics to compare paintings from the same time period and identify images with extensive degradation.
Jeong does acknowledge that his group's work is only a small sampling of Western art. The Web Gallery of Art now has 36,000 digitized paintings in its collection; Google's online Art Project includes more than 80,000 items. Such giant collections, Jeong says, cry out for large stylometric studies that could better quantify style similarities and differences not only among different periods, but among different artists or among artwork from different parts of the world.
Seunghye Sun, curator at the Seoul Museum of Art in Korea, would like to see similar big data analyses of East Asian art, much of which emphasizes the interplay of lines. "If we compare Western and Eastern traditions, we might find out why Eastern nations developed line techniques and European traditions developed a lot of colors and contrasts with shadows," she says.
DeWeese suggests that statistical stylometry could one day actually create art. An algorithm could conceivably pick out meaningful patterns in art, then use those findings to make something new. "It's possible," says DeWeese, "that one day we'll have generative models, that make paintings as if from a certain artist or style, that will be just as compelling as human-made art."
